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CHARLIE OFFERED TO WORK FOR FREE DURING COVID-19

EXCLUSIVE
EX
EXCL
USIVE by
b KEN SWEENEY
Showbiz Editor

RETIRED
broadcaster
Charlie Bird begged RTE
to let him come back and
work for free to help them
through the pandemic.
Dismayed by early reports
which predicted overrun hospitals and the country coming
to a standstill, the 71-year-old
contacted his former bosses to
say he would work in any
capacity at Montrose.

Charlie told the Irish Sun: “I
wasn’t looking for a fancy job or
someone else’s job. I didn’t want to
be paid.
“I was reading reports around
March 11 that the country was
going to close down. I thought RTE
would be hit badly.
“What would happen RTE if half
the newsroom was struck down? I
told RTE I was prepared to do
anything to help. Be a driver. I will
clean toilets if I have to. I’ll do
anything you want to help.
“At one stage, I had contemplated
ringing one of the big hospitals to
see if I could work as a doorman
but with 38 years of experience, I
felt the best place to offer my services were to RTE.”
The legendary newsman said he
knows of another retired newsroom
veteran who also offered to go back
into Montrose to lend a hand.
Charlie told how RTE management warmly thanked them for
their offers to return but felt the
station could cope without calling

lFEARED NEWSROOM
WOULD BE HIT BY VIRUS
lMULLED WORKING AS
DOORMAN AT HOSPITAL

I told RTE
I would do
all I could
to help..be
a driver..
clean loos
Ch li said:
id “The
“Th quality
lit
them up. Charlie
of the service provided by RTE
during the pandemic was just second to none.
“The journalists, the cameras
crews, the editors, the whole of the
RTE news room stepped up to the
plate. They embraced new technologies, they worked from home.
“It could be ropey sometimes but,
by God, did RTE live up to its
good name.”
The broadcaster’s former chief
reporter hung up his microphone in
2012 after four decades at the station, and aside from TV documentaries, has remained off screen.
Charlie said: “In a way I’m glad
they (RTE) got rid of the old fogeys

like
it was ti
time for
us
lik us because
b
f
to move on. There’s a fantastic new
bunch of reporters coming up on
RTE, like Barry Lenihan on DriveTime, who I don’t know but whose
voice I love hearing.”
Yet Charlie stole the show on
RTE Radio One this week with an
incendiary contribution to RTE’s
Today show in which he blasted
the Government over talks to reintroduce cocooning for over-70s.
Today
host
Sarah
McInerney
struggled to get a word in as Charlie lashed out.
One tweeter said: “Charlie Bird
nailed it. These stupid guidelines
are a deflection from the real problems the Government won’t handle.”

Another
Twitter
user added:
A th
T itt
dd d “Do
“D
you have to be retired from RTE to
criticise politicians?”
Charlie told us: “I don’t fully
understand Twitter but I picked up
about 200 followers after the show
with people supportive of what I
was saying.”
He stressed that he had started
the day with no other plans than to
walk his beloved mutt, Tiger.
Charlie said: “I got this phone
call at 7.55am from one of the
Today team. I hadn’t seen the
papers so when the researcher said
‘would you like to come on the
show and talk about cocooning for
people over 70’, I replied, ‘Oh, for
f*** sake’. I think she thought I was

ttalking
lki
b t coming on Today so I
about
had to tell her that was my reaction to cocooning again.
“I didn’t really have time to plan
what I was going to say. I always
believe if you do an interview you
speak from the heart, so I didn’t
varnish what I was going to say.
“To be blunt... I get it that people
of a certain age and with certain
health issues are vulnerable to Covid-19, but the discussion about people over 70 years is a distraction
from the real issues about what is
going on with Coronavirus cases in
nursing homes, Direct Provision
and meat factories.”
Quizzed if he thought the owners
and operators of meat factories had

Chief reporter . . . Bird

Stellar TV
career of
RTE’s top
newsman
By KEN SWEENEY

CHARLIE Bird’s stellar career
spanned across 38 years with
RTE — breaking some of the
biggest stories of his time.
Bird joined the broadcaster
in 1974, as a researcher in
current affairs. After six years,
he went into the newsroom as
a reporter before becoming
chief news reporter and later
Washington correspondent.
The newshound was one of
the most famous faces on TV
for decades, at the centre of
every big story from Fr Niall
O’Brien’s arrest in the Philippines to the Iraq war.
For many years in the
1990s, he was the only point
of contact between RTE and
the Provisional IRA up to the
1998 Belfast Agreement.
Bird and George Lee —
RTE’s current Environment and
Science
correspondent
—
exposed the 1998 National
Irish Bank scandal.
The Birdman — ex-Taoiseach
Charlie Haughey’s favourite
reporter — flew the coop to
become RTE’s Washington correspondent where he reported
on the historic election of Barack Obama as US president.
Charlie provided one of the
TV moments of 2010 when he
tracked
disgraced
former
Anglo boss David Drumm to
his new luxury home in Boston
at the height of the crash.
At first it seemed no one
was at home but then Charlie
spotted Drumm hiding from
him behind furniture.
Charlie famously called out:
“Why are you ducking down?
There are taxpayers at home
who would like answers?”
Drumm shouted back: “Have
a bit of respect, will you? I
have my family here in the
house, Charlie.”
Bird’s RTE career came to
an end when he retired in
2012, aged 63. Speaking at
the time he said: “You don’t
stay in a place for 38 years
without enjoying it.”

BIRD’S EYE VIEW
Legendary newshound Charlie,
getting soaked with pal Tiger,
above, gives us his opinion on
many of the top stories

political influence to shield them
from restrictions, Charlie said: “I
don’t know. But I do think that
somebody
should
start
nosing
around to find out.
“The media are reporting the
press conferences every night but
they have to start asking the questions. And NPHET and the Government should be doing more to
explain what the hell is going on.
“They should be getting asked
harder questions and probed more
in this area.
“It’s madness. Why haven’t the
meat plants and the factories been
dealt with? I heard someone representing migrant workers and people
talking about their wages and how

they are treated. That’s what we
need to be hearing. I know, from
my own sources, of people living in
houses with six other people going
in nursing homes, meat factories
and mushroom plants.
“I’m not focussing on people on
low wages. I believe they deserve
proper wages so they don’t have to
live six or eight to the one house.
“Some of this Covid is imported,
some of it is coming from meat
factories, some of it is coming from
Direction Provision centres.
“I think it’s important to note
there are other respected experts
we should be listening to, other
than NPHET, including Professor
Jack Lambert who I heard on

(Drivetime).” Charlie said that himself and other over-70s have reason
to be angry as they have stuck to
all the Government advice.
He revealed: “I cancelled two
Ryanair flights to France which
costs me nearly €800 just to follow
the advice, and there are thousands
of other people like me.
“Then we find out the head of
Bord Failte was off in Italy.
“I have now got a staycation
planned for a hotel in Ireland this
September, and I hear the chief
medical officer now says as an over
70, you shouldn’t go to a hotel but
the hotel is abiding by all the
NPHET guidelines.
“So the Government says it can

stay open but the chief medical
officer says I shouldn’t go there.
There are all these inconsistencies.”
If Charlie admits he’s baffled by
NPHET
and
the
Government
response to Covid, four decades
working in RTE enables him to
make a more informed observation
about one of the other big stories
of the week.
Charlie gave us his thoughts on
the Montrose bosses’ decision to
give RTE’s Today Show to Claire
Byrne rather than Sarah McInerney
who impressed many during her
summer run.
Charlie said: “I thought Sarah
was well up to the job but that

decision
was
probably
made
months ago before Sarah showed
her mettle. I don’t know Sarah and
Claire personally but they’re both
fantastic presenters.
“RTE had a hard choice to make.
Sarah will be rewarded for her
work and rightfully so.”
Quizzed if he would like to be
back in Montrose himself, Charlie
laughed: “I wouldn’t mind making
a few documentaries for RTE, but
as far as I understand, they are
cash-strapped right now.
“I’d certainly consider anything
offered. My day in the sunshine has
come and gone but if anything
threatened public service broadcasting, I’d be there to help.”
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Telly host . .
RTE star
Jennifer

Jen’s Home
Advantage
plays away
VIRGIN H.Q. USED FOR FILMING
RTE had to send Jennifer
Zamparelli
Zamp
to Virgin Media
to film her new quiz
show
sho
Home Advantage,
the Irish Sun can reveal.
Despite
the
massive
facilities in RTE’s Dublin
fa
HQ in Montrose, the natH
ional
broadcaster had to
io
move
filming of the new
m
six-parter to their rival’s
si
studios
in
Ballymount,
stu
home
of Ireland AM.
ho

Sources told the Irish Sun
S
producers
were impressed by
prod
Virgin’s state-of-the-art studio.
Virg
However,
Ho
an
RTE
spokeswoman
said the production was
wom
moved for logistical reasons.
move
She said: “There were no RTE
studios
studio available to film the series
to fit the production company’s
schedule.
This was due to the
schedu
quick turnaround of this independent commission.”
c
The bizarre booking resulted in
RTE star
Jen, 41, broadcasting her
st
2fm morning
radio show in Donm
nybrook
nybroo each weekday before racing out
ou to Ballymount to film her
new TV
T quiz until 10pm.
A Virgin
Media spokesperson
V
said: “Virgin
Media Television has
“
made significant investments in
our studio
resources over the last
stu
number
numbe of years.
“The technical advancements in
infrastructure has afforded us
our in
opportunity to hire our high end
the opp
studio facilities, streaming and production services to the external
market. The pandemic has been
market
difficult for our industry and
very d

DRAGONS BACK DUB
AN Irishwoman’s sportswear business
secured £100,000 investment on BBC’s
Dragons’ Den last night.
Peachylean founder Sharon Keegan
appeared on the UK version of the
show and her business proved a hit
with the Dragons — as three of the five
investors offered their backing. The

three investors are Touker Suleyman,
Sara Davis, Tej Lalvani. Sharon agreed
on 30 per cent equity for £100,000.
Dubliner Sharon said: “To receive
three offers from such well-respected
businesspeople shows the financial viability of the idea which as a founder is
incredibly gratifying.”

Sun
A
SERIAL
killer
known as the ‘Torso
Killer’ has pleaded
guilty to two 1974
murders, closing the
cold case deaths of
two teenage friends
in New Jersey, US.

SPOT

EXCLUSIVE by KEN SWEENEY
Showbiz Editor

we welcome the opportunity to work
with third parties across the sector.”
One Ballymount insider said Jen
turned a few heads in the car
park, with colleagues relieved she
“wasn’t doing a hit on Virgin
Media for a new Republic of Telly”.
Meanwhile
RTE
also
denied
claims that the families featured in
Home Advantage were not in their
real homes, because their houses
“looked too tidy”. One viewer complained: “The houses are absolutely
spotless. They don’t look as messy
as real family homes, and how come
all the families are sitting on such
similarly new-looking furniture.”
An RTE spokeswoman said: “Yes,
Home Advantage is filmed in
people’s homes. Camera equipment
is installed, and operated remotely.”
An amused show insider told us:
“If you had Jennifer Zamparelli
peering into your home on a big
RTE quiz, of course you’d tidy up
and get your
our best furniture out.”
out.
Mother-of-two
of-two
Jennifer
recently told
ld Brendan O’Connor on his
is RTE Radio 1
show how a young family
member had “dropped
the F-bomb”
mb” during a
recording
of
Home
Advantage — and then
vanished from the sofa.
Jennifer said: “When
we went to
o the family
to answer a question
later in the
e show, he
was gone.
e. He was
like, ‘I’m outta
here. I have
had enough
ugh

of this’.”
She described Home
Advantage as a ““great snapshot
Ad
h iinto
families around the country”. Jen
explained: “You see single parents,
mixed race families from Kerry to
Dublin and loads of smart and
funny kids and I really enjoy it.”
RTE say they are happy with the
reaction to the quiz show, but any
news on a second season would not
be revealed until RTE’s Autumn
Schedule Launch in August.
Jennifer, who also hosts RTE’s
Dancing With The Stars believes
the simplicity of the family show
has made it a hit with viewers. She
said: “I only agreed to do a quiz if
it could be explained to me first.
“That’s the thing about quizzes,
if you can’t explain it, you’re in
trouble. It’s a very simple format
which is as much about wit and
wisdom. It’s a big family friendly
quiz
with
lots
of
general
knowledge pub quiz type questions
that would suit anybody.
“There are enough chat shows
g
on TV right
now,, so doing a quiz
feel like an
is great, and it feels
extension of the quizzes
we
q
were doing on my radio
lockdown,
show
during
which turned out to be
great fun.”
Asked if she would be
second season,
up for a secon
hope so . . . it
Jen said: “I ho
has the potential
to run
potent
and run but you never
know with these
things,
th
we shall see.”
Advantage airs
l HOME Adva
on RTE One at
8:25pm on Saturday
nights.
urd

AID TRAINING TO 10K
MENTAL Health First Aid Ireland has
reached the milestone of training its
10,000th person.
MHFA
Ireland,
which
is
governed and run by Saint John of
God Hospital CLG, has spent the
last five years endeavouring to bring
Mental Health First Aid training to

individuals, communities, and workplaces around Ireland.
Martin Gillick, MHFA Ireland Manager said “MHFA Ireland training
courses teach people to spot the symptoms of mental health issues — both on
and offline — and offer initial help and
guide a person towards support.”
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MONTROSE HITS A BAD NOTE
FOR ONE
NIGHT ONLY
RTE’ss tr
R
RTE’
tribute
tribut
ibute show to
movie’s soul music

Iconic flick . . . stars of
The Commitments and,
above, reunited

CCOMMITMENT
CO
MM
M

SStars’’ shock
St
h k as they’
th ’re ALL snubbed
bb d bby RTE
R E special
RT
il
THE stars of The Commitments say they were left
mystified by a Late Late
Show
30th
anniversary
celebration in which they
did not feature.
Actor Robert Arkins, who
played band manager Jimmy
Rabbitte in the iconic flick,
said there was “pure confusion” among the cast who were
watching at home last Friday.

Robert told The Irish Sun:
“We’re all on a Commitments
WhatsApp group, and the first I
knew about it was when Glen
(Hansard) messaged the group
about 20 minutes before the show
started saying, ‘I see we are on
The Late Late Show’. The reaction
on our WhatsApp among the
actors was pure confusion.”
The Late Late had opened with a
lengthy clip of Robert as manager
Jimmy slamming the door on a
series of unwanted hopefuls in the
Barrytown classic.
But despite this, the 52-year-old

EXCLUSIVE by KEN SWEENEY
Showbiz Editor

musician revealed he had not been
invited to take part in the show.
And he also revealed neither had
anyone on the WhatsApp group
from the original cast.
ast.
Robert told how it was
all the more confusing
using
as the Late Late set
featured huge picctures of the originall
cast from the film
who were absent
on the night.
He said: “No
one I’ve been in
contact with from
the original film
was
asked
to
appear. My reaction watching at
he
home was, ‘What the
hell is going on?’
“I wondered then was
strictions
it down to Covid restrictions
but then the band they had assembled on the Late Late was huge so
it couldn’t have been that?”
Host
Ryan
Tubridy
had

explained at the show’s opening
that
they
were ““celebrating
h
h
l b i
h
the
music of The Commitments”.
Tubs boomed: “The Dublin band
who raised the roof in 1991 when
Jimmy Rabbitte put an advert into
a local newspaper looking for
soul . . . Well 30 years on, we have
put the word out to create a
o
supergroup of our
own, and our
p
audition process
was just
vig
as
vigorous,
lots
of
door slamming, so for
one night only, the
La
Late
Late
Show
s
soul
band.”
The assembled
group did feature
two voices, not
from the movie,
but
from
The
C
Commitments
s
soundtrack
—
Eu
winner
Eurovision
Nia
Niamh
Kavanagh,
who also sang at the
Gramm
Grammys
in a Commitlin up, and West
ments line
End star Killian Donnelly, who
played Deco in the stage version
of The Commitments.
The show also featured two ses-

Reaction
among the
film’s actors
was pure
confusion

sion musicians from the soundk Robert
b
did ffeature iin the
h
track.
first episode of Back To Barrytown, RTE’s new three-part doc on
Roddy Doyle’s trilogy of novels,
which featured The Commitments,
last Sunday night.
Robert said: “I really think they
did a good job.”
father-of-two
However,
the
feared that he may have looked
poorly on screen as it was filmed
last year when he was battling a
food allergy.
Robert said: “At the time, most
foods made me sick so I was
wrecked for about ten months
because of the allergy.”
The talented Dubliner, who is
now back at work as a composer
of TV and film soundtracks, has
also revealed that each of the
original Commitments cast was
paid £16,000 for their role in the
hit movie.
However, Robert told how he
earned less for his role as manager Jimmy than his cast-mates.
He said: “The actors equity rules
at the time was that I was an
actor, so I had to pay an agent fee

which meant I lost ten per cent
i
off earnings.
“But the guys in the band were
musicians playing musicians so
they didn’t need an agent.”
He revealed his biggest regret
was not having a manager at the
time he was signed up for the
film. Robert said: “It would have
made a huge difference, but you
can’t decide from one meeting if
you’ve met the right person.”
One huge problem for the actor
was soul music wasn’t his thing.
He said: “I was always into indie
music more. That’s what I love.
The film and label people would
have loved to put me into a band
with Andrew Strong but that
would never have worked.”
Robert feels he gave it his best
shot with band Housebroken, who
were signed to MCA but ran out
of money before they could mix or
release their debut album.
He said: “The reason I didn’t do
much acting after the Commitments is that I was always a
musician not an actor. Thankfully
I’m still doing that.”
@IrishSunOnline

